
: 
THE ULTIMATE IN 

PERSONAL PROTECTION

Our made-in-North America, ergonomic, shields feature ventilation to increase comfort 
and decrease fogging— for better, all-around protection. 

ProtekPAK: WHEREVER YOU ARE, WE ARE HERE.



ENHANCED PROTECTION 
Studies show that face shields offer an extra layer of protection against COVID-19 

and other viruses by blocking the wearer’s droplets, as well as the droplets of 
those around them. Wearers are also less likely to touch their faces when wearing 
a shield, which helps reduce their risks. ProtekSHIELD has been specially designed 

ergonomically for maximum protection, comfort, and ease of use. 

ProtekSHIELD has a sterilizable, reusable frame made of medical-grade material,with 
safe surfaces that are easy to wipe down and designed to last.

Its replaceable visors are available in various sizes: 36 cm x 24 cm (medical standard) and 
30 cm x 24 cm, as well as custom sizes.

ProtekSHIELD boasts dual anti-fog coatings and can be etched with your logo or name. 
They protect eyes from droplets and direct air flow to the vents, with ample room for 
glasses or surgical loupes.

Its ergonomic fit rests easily on the forehead to alleviate sweat and irritation. Flexible 
arms can wrap around more narrow or larger heads, and it is designed to enable ample 
room for glasses or surgical loupes.

The sustainable, reusable frame reduces your environmental footprint. Visors are 100% 
recyclable, while the rope is replaceable, washable, and recyclable.

Made from medical-grade nylon that can be sterilized using a sanitizer, 
dishwasher, boiling or steam/gas autoclave.

ProtekSHIELD FEATURES:
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Dual Action: Maintains mask
tension and minimizes chafing

Easy insertion of visors

Protect eyes from droplets

Vertical and horizontal 
tension tabs create just 
enough pressure to hold 
and stabilize visor without 
using clipping pins

Provides strategic air flow 
away from the eyes 

Can be sterillized using san-
itizer, dishwasher, boiling or 
steam /gas 

Directs hot air coming from 
upper mask area to minimize 
and quickly dissipate fog

Easily remove visor 
with minimal force and 
effort to avoid touching 
contaminated surface

Can be customized with 
company or individual name

Specially designed for comfort 
and to hold our visors

Ear Savers

Flex Rim

Eye Visor

Tension Tabs

Air Vents

Medical Grade Nylon

Visor Pins

Rope Tabs

Easy access without looking

No hard pins to push in

Direct air flow to the vents

Securely holds elastic head rope

Easily removable ropes for 
cleaning or replacement
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MORE OF THE LATEST INNOVATIONS IN 
PROTECTION FROM PROTEKPAK

1-833-DO-PROTEK
(1-833-367-7683)

contact@protekpak.com
www.ProtekPak.com

MORE OF THE LATEST INNOVATIONS IN 
PROTECTION FROM ProtekPAK


